
Why did Paul Mitchell® add CoverSmart to the  
Color XG® permanent color line?
The challenge for hair with a high percentage of gray or resistant 
gray is that it lacks natural melanin. CoverSmart shades contain 
a double dose of background color to fully cover resistant hair or 
hair with more gray. With CoverSmart, we can offer salons easy 
solutions for high-volume services with blended shades that provide 
incredible results without requiring formulation.

Who are CoverSmart shades right for?
CoverSmart shades are specifically formulated for clients who 
have hair that is over 50% gray or highly resistant gray and want 
complete coverage with natural-looking results.

How many shades are included and in what  
tonal series? 
CoverSmart consists of 10 shades in two tonal families, NN and 
BA, that have a double dose of background color, compared to 
Color XG® standard shades. This extra dose is signified by its 
double numbering system. In general, CoverSmart shades were 
created in the tones stylists reach for the most and were designed 
to be used as a stand-alone color. Here is some information on 
background and tone for the CoverSmart shades: 

Why are ColorSmart shades designated with  
a double number for the level?
Double numbers are used to designate extra coverage and an 
extra dose of background color, so the user knows they are 
selecting a specialty shade for gray coverage. All CoverSmart 
shades will perform on the darker side of their respective levels.  

Can I use CoverSmart as a stand-alone shade?
Yes. Each shade is formulated with a balance of dyes that 
offers complete coverage on hair that is over 50% gray or 
highly resistant. CoverSmart also contains an extra dose of 
background color to provide the coverage and depth that’s 
necessary for a balanced, covered result at every level. 
Because of this, there is no need to intermix these shades with 
standard Color XG® shades.   

What developer do I use with CoverSmart?
The standard developer to use with CoverSmart is 20 volume 
Paul Mitchell® Cream Developer. It is not recommended to 
use lower volumes because the amount of deposit may be 
unpredictable. Using higher than 20 volume isn’t necessary and 
it may prevent maximum deposit on resistant gray.  

Is the processing time for CoverSmart similar to 
other permanent hair coloring products that are 
specifically formulated for gray coverage?
Yes. The standard processing time for permanent color mixed 
with 20 volume developer is 35 minutes. It is common practice 
to increase the processing time by 10 minutes in order to 
achieve maximum gray coverage. However, you may not find 
this necessary. In most cases, 35 minutes of processing time is 
sufficient.  

Does CoverSmart contain PPD?
Yes. It is recommended to perform an allergy test prior to any 
color service, especially for sensitive guests.  
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We’ve compiled the most frequently asked questions to help colorists succeed using 
CoverSmart, a new dedicated gray coverage series from Color XG®. 

The BROWN ASH (BA/71) family 
contains an extra dose of black-to-gray 
background color and has a soft ash/
matte tone. Use it to counteract warmth 
in blondes and brunettes when you 
want a natural, cool result.
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The NATURAL NATURAL (NN/00) 
family contains an extra dose of  
brown-to-tan background color 
and has a slightly cool, golden tone 
for a soft matte result. Choose this 
standalone shade for greater depth  
at levels 3-9.

BROWN ASH/BA

NATURAL NATURAL/NN
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Does CoverSmart stain the hairline?
To minimize skin staining, Paul Mitchell® recommends the 
following best practices: 
• Generously apply a barrier cream around the hairline and 
   top of ears. 
• Be careful with the application around the hairline.  
• Immediately after the application, wipe away any excess  
  product.  
• When removing the color at the shampoo bowl, first use a 
  small amount of shampoo to emulsify the color around the 
  hairline. Then use Wipe Out™ stain remover before rinsing 
  and shampooing. 

Is it recommended to intermix Color XG® 
Intensifiers or Clear Booster with CoverSmart 
shades? 
No, it is not recommended to intermix these with CoverSmart 
shades. Using an Intensifier shade may be too intense and 
appear unnatural on hair that has a high percentage of gray.  
Also, adding an Intensifier to brighten or neutralize may dilute 
your coverage. It is not recommended nor is it necessary to use 
Clear Booster in a CoverSmart formula. If the goal is to produce 
lighter deposit, consider using a lighter level CoverSmart shade 
or opt for a Color XG® standard shade.  

When would I intermix Color XG® standard 
shades with CoverSmart?
As a general rule, use CoverSmart as a stand-alone shade. The 
series consists of NN/00 and BA/71 for over 50% gray or highly 
resistant hair types. If a specific, customized color is desired (such 
as a violet or mahogany), follow the below intermixing guidelines, 
depending on the percentage of gray you are working with.

Can the CoverSmart series shades be intermixed 
with each other?
Yes, if desired, the CoverSmart series NN/00 and BA/71 can 
be intermixed with each other for a full coverage end result. 
Intermixing these shades will not dilute coverage on high 
percentages of gray hair.

What happens if I apply CoverSmart to previously 
colored hair or hair that is less than 50% gray?
The results will appear darker, due to the extra dose of 
background color in CoverSmart. Color plus color equals more 
color. If the hair has been previously colored, CoverSmart will 
over-deposit and the hair will appear darker than desired. 
Similarly, if hair is less than 50% gray, CoverSmart will cover the 
gray hair and add its background color to the pigmented hair, 
which may appear too dark.    

What is the primary difference between 
CoverSmart and ColorXG® standard shades 
that allows CoverSmart to deliver superior gray 
coverage?
CoverSmart contains an extra dose of background color, which 
allows it to cover gray more completely and efficiently.   

What is the primary difference between the 
CoverSmart NN/00 gray coverage shades and the 
Color XG® standard series NN/00 shades?
The CoverSmart NN/00 shade family (33NN – 99NN) contains 
a slight increase of brown-to-tan background color, in order to 
deliver increased gray coverage. The Color XG® standard series 
contains NN shades that range from 4NN to 9NN and deliver a 
slightly warmer, golden result due to no added tones and yield a 
less dense coverage. These may be used for hair that is less than 
50% gray or on gray hair that is not resistant. 

What is the primary difference between the 
CoverSmart BA/71 gray coverage shades and the 
Color XG® standard series BA/71 shades?
The CoverSmart BA/71 shade family (44BA, 66BA, 88BA) contains 
an extra dose of black-to-gray background color and has a soft 
matte tone. The Color XG® standard series contains BA shades 
that range from 4BA to 7BA and have a brown-to-tan background 
color with just enough smoky, cool, blue ash tones to balance 
the exposed undertones when lifting 1 to 2 levels. These are not 
recommended for gray coverage/blending. 
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CoverSmart 55NN
(55/00) 

2 oz. (60 g/ml) 

Color XG® 5R
(5/4)

1 oz. (30 g/ml) 

20 volume Paul Mitchell®

Cream Developer 
3 oz. (90 g/ml)

For example, a guest 
with 65% white hair is 
looking to achieve a 
rich mahogany tone: 

% OF GRAY/WHITE HAIR INTERMIXING RATIO

75-100%
Use CoverSmart Shades alone

for maximum coverage

50-75%
2:1 (2 parts CoverSmart shade + 1 part 

Color XG® standard level shade)

25-50%
1:1 (1 part CoverSmart shade + 1 part  

Color XG® standard level shade)
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